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Ecology, Technology, and Science
Europe, Asia, Oceania, and Africa,
500-1550 C.E.

HISTORICAL CONTEXT
Everyone knows that the world has changed drastically since the
Middle Ages. And most people would agree that the most important
and far-reaching changes have occurred in the fields of ecology, tech
nology, and science. Global population has grown tenfold. The world
has become a single ecological unit where microbes, migrants, and
money travel everywhere at jet speed. In most parts of the world, aver
age life expectancy has doubled; cities have mushroomed, supplanting
farm and pasture. Machines have replaced the labor of humans and an
imals. Powers that were only imagined in the Middle Ages - elixirs to
cure disease , energy to harness rivers, machines that could fl y - are
now commonplace. Other aspects of life - among them religion, politi
cal behavior, music, and art - have also evolved, but even these were
affected significantly by advances in modern science and technology.
Have the changes been for good or ill? The signs of environmental
stress are visible everywhere. The hole in the earth's protective ozone
layer over Antarctica continues to expand. The North Pole floats in the
summer. Ten-thousand-year-old glaciers are disappearing. The oceans
are rising two to four inches every ten years. Our atmosphere contains
more carbon gasses than it has for at least 650,000 years. The stored
energy of millions of years burns to service the richest members of a
couple of generations. Ancient aquifers are drained to water the lawns
of desert cities.
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Precisely what change or changes occurred? When did the cycle of
change begin and what caused it? We will examine these questions
here. You will read three substantial answers. Lynn White Jr. defines
the transformation to modernity in largely technological and ecological
terms, but emphasizes the role of cultural causes. Lynda Shaffer dis
cusses technological and scientific changes as spreading through con
tact and trade. Jared Diamond writes of cultural failures to meet new
natural and technological crises.
These explanations of long-term change differ most markedly in
how they expLain the roots of the transformation. White, a historian of
medieval European technology, focuses on the role of medieval Euro
pean religion: Christianity. Shaffer, a world historian, underscores the
role of India and South Asia. Diamond, a professor of geography with
numerous specializations in fields like physiology, evolutionary biol
ogy, and biogeography, finds a failure of will in many societies.

LYNN WHITE JR.

The Historical Roots of
Our Ecological Crisis
This classic essay first appeared in the magazine Science in 1967 and
has since been reprinted and commented on many times. What do you
think of White's linkage of ecological crisis and Christianity? Which
of White's arguments and evidence do you find most persuasive?
Which do you find least convincing? Imagine a continuum that in
cludes all of the world's people, from the most ecologically minded
"tree-huggers" on the left to the most damaging polluters and destroy
ers of the environment on the right. Where on that continuum would
you place the historical majority of Christians? Buddhists? Why?

THINKING HISTORICALLY

Thinking Historically

Evaluating Grand Theories

A grand theory like this - that Christianity is responsible for our envi
ronmental problems - argues far more than can be proven in such a
brief essay. White concentrates on making certain kinds of connections
and marshaling certain kinds of evidence. In addition to weighing the
arguments he makes, consider the gaps in his argument. What sorts of
evidence would you seck to make White's theory more convincing?

Big questions deserve big answers - or at least grand theories. Here we
consider three grand theories about the origins of our technological
transformation and ecological difficulties, the links between environ
mental decline and the growth of technology and science, and the role
of Western (European and American) economic growth in undermining
the environment. Grand theories are especially speculative. They give
us much to question and challenge. But their scope and freshness can
often suggest new insights. Grand theories almost inevitably have ele
ments that seem partly wrong and partly right. You will be encouraged
to weigh some of the many elements in these theories. Then you can
evaluate the theories, decide where you agree and disagree, and, per
haps, begin to develop your own grand theory as well.

A

conversation with Aldous Huxley' not infrequently put one at the
receiving end of an unforgettable monologue. About a year before his
lamented death he was discoursing 00 a favorite topic: man's uonatural
treatment of nature and its sad results. To illustrate his poim he told
how, duriog the previous summer, he had retllrned to a little valley in
England where he had spem many happy months as a child. Once it
had been composed of delightful grassy glades; now it was becoming
overgrowo with unsightly brush because the rabbits that formerly kept
such growth under control had largely succumbed to a disease, myxo
matosis, that was deliberately introduced by the local farmers to reduce

I Aldous Hu x ley (1894-"1963), British author of no vels, short storie s, travel book s, biog
raphy , and essa ys . Best known for Brave N ew World (1932). [Ed . 1

Lynn White Jr., "The Historical Roots o f Our Ecological Crisis," Science 15 5 (M a rch J 96 7 ):
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the rabbits' destruction of crops. Being something of a Philistine/ I
could be silent no longer, even in the interests of great rhetoric. I inter
rupted to point out that the rabbit itself had been brought as a domes
tic animal to England in 1176, presumably to improve the protein diet
of the peasantry.
All forms of life modify their Contexts. The most spectacular and
benign instance is doubtless the coral polyp. By serving its Own ends, it
has created a vast undersea world favorable to thousands of other
kinds of animals and plants. Ever since man became a numerous species
he has affected his environment notably. The hypothesis that his fire
drive" method of hunting created the world's great grasslands and
helped to exterminate the monster mammals of the Pleistocene from
much of the globe is plausible, if not proved . For six millennia at least,
the banks of the lower Nile have been a human artifact rather than the
swampy African jungle which nature, apart from man, would have
made it. The Aswan Dam, flooding five thousand square miles, is only
the latest stage in a long process. In many regions terracing or irriga
tion, overgrazing, and the cutting of forests by Romans to build ships
to fight Carthaginians or by Crusaders to solve the logistics problems
of their expeditions have profoundly changed some ecologies. Observa
tion that the French landscape falls into two basic types, the open fields
of the north and the bocage4 of the south and west, inspired Marc
Bloch to undertake his classic study of medieval agricultural methods.
Quite unintentionally, changes in human ways often affect nonhuman
nature. It has been noted, for example, that the advent of the automo
bile eliminated huge flocks of sparrows that once fed on the horse ma
nure littering every street.
The history of ecologic change is still so rudimentary that we know
little about what really happened, or what the results were. The extinc
tion of the European aurochs 5 as late as 1627 would seem to have been
a simple case of overenthusiastic hunting. On more intricate matters it
often is impossible to find solid information. For a thousand years Or
mOre the Frisians and Hollanders have been pushing back the North
Sea, and the process is culminating in our own time in the reclamation

2An onti -intellectual (th o ugh o bvi ously White is not; he was only impati ent with Hu x
ley's pedantry). [Ed .1
3Pa leo lithic hunters used fires to drive anim a ls to the ir d eath s. IEd.l
"hill of groves or w oodland s. M arc Bl och reaso ned that th e o pen fields north of the
Loire R ive r in france mu st have been pl owed by teams o f oxen a nd heavy plows becau se of
the hard so il. In th e so uth far mers could use scratch plows o n th e softe r soil <lnd therefore did
nOI cl ear lorge fields, preserving more woodl<lnd s. IEd.l
SA no w extinct European wild ox believ ed to be the ancestor of Europea n domestic
ea ttle. IEd . 1
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of the Zuider Zee. 6 What, if any, species of animals, birds, fish, shore
life, or plants have died out in the process? In their epic combat with
Neptune have the Netherlanders overlooked ecological values in such a
way that the quality of human life in the Netherlands has suffered? I
cannot discover that the questions have ever been asked, much less an
swered.
People, then, have often been a dynamic element in their own envi
ronment, but in the present state of historical scholarship we usually do
not know exactly when, where, or with what effects man-induced
changes came. As we enter the last third of the twentieth century, how
ever, concern for the problem of ecologic backlash is mounting fever
ishly. Natural science, conceived as the effort to understand the nature
of things, had flourished in several eras and among several peoples.
Similarly there had been an age-old accumulation of technological
skills, sometimes growing rapidly, sometimes slowly. But it was not
until about four generations ago that Western Europe and North Amer
ica arranged a marriage between science and technology, a union of the
theoretical and the empirical approaches to our natural environment.
The emergence in widespread practice of the Baconian creed that scien
tific knowledge means technological power over nature can scarcely be
dated before about 1850, save in the chemical industries, where it is an
ticipated in the eighteenth century. Its acceptance as a normal pattern
of action may mark the greatest event in human history since the inven
tion of agriculture, and perhaps in nonhuman terrestrial history as well.
Almost at once the new situation forced the crystallization of the
novel concept of ecology; indeed, the word ecology first appeared in
the English language in 1873. Today, less than a century later, the im
pact of our race upon the environment has so increased in force that it
has changed in essence. When the first cannons were fired, in the early
fourteenth century, they affected ecology by sending workers scram
bling to the forests and mountains for more potash, sulfur, iron ore,
and charcoal, with some resulting erosion and deforestation. Hydrogen
bombs are of a different order: A war fought with them might alter the
genetics of all life on this planet. By 1285 London had a smog problem
arising from the burning of soft coal, but our present combustion of
fossil fuels threatens to change the chemistry of the globe 's atmosphere
as a whole, with consequences which we are only beginning to guess.
With the population explosion, the carcinoma of planless urbanism, the
now geological deposits of sewage and garbage, surely no creature
other than man has ever managed to foul its nest in such short order.

GOnce " Dutch lake , it wa, joined (0 the North Sea by a flo od in the thi rteenlh century
but h~s since been recl a imed by the building of a darn. lEd. I
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There are many calls to action, but specific proposals, however
worthy as individual items, seem toO partial, palliative, negative: Ban
the bomb, tear down the billboards, give the Hindus contraceptives and
tell them to eat their sacred cows. The simplest solution to any suspect
change is, of course, to stop it, or, better yet, to revert to a romanticized
past: Make those ugly gasoline stations look like Anne Hathaway's cot
tage or (in the Far West) like ghost-town saloons. The "wilderness
area" mentality invariably advocates deep-freezing an ecology, whether
San Gimignano or the High Sierra, as it was before the first Kleenex
was dropped. But neither atavism nor prettification will cope with the
ecologic crisis of our time.
What shall we do? No one yet knows. Unless we think about fun
damentals, our specific measures may produce new backlashes more se
rious than those they are designed to remedy.
As a beginning we should try to clarify our thinking by looking, in
some historical depth, at the presuppositions that underlie modern
technology and science . Science was traditionally aristocratic, specula
tive, intellectual in intent; technology was lower-class, empirical,
action-oriented . The quite sudden fusion of these two, toward the
middle of the nineteenth century, is surely related to the slightly prior
and contemporary democratic revolutions which, by reducing social
barriers, tended to assert a functional unity of brain and hand. Our
ecologic crisis is the product of an emerging, entirely novel, democratic
culture. The issue is whether a democratized world can survive its own
implications. Presumably we cannot unless we rethink our axioms.

The Western Traditions of Technology and Science
One thing is so certain that it seems stupid to verbalize it: Both modern
technology and modern science are distinctively Occidental. Our tech
nology has absorbed elements from all over the world, notably from
China; yet everywhere today, whether in Japan or in Nigeria, successful
technology is Western. Our science is the heir to all the sciences of the
past, especially perhaps to the work of the great Islamic scientists of
the Middle Ages, who so often outdid the ancient Greeks in skill and
perspicacity: al-Razl in medicine, for example; or ibn-al-Haytham in
optics; or Omar Khayyam in mathematics. Indeed, not a few works of
such geniuses seem to have vanished in the original Arabic and to sur
vi ve only in medieval Latin translations that helped to lay the foun
dations for later Western developments. Today, around the globe, all
significant science is Western in sty le and method, whatever the pig
mentation or language of the scientists.
A second pair of facts is less well recognized because they result
from quite recent historical scholarship . The leadership of the West,
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both in technology and in science, is far older than the so-called Scien
tific Revolution of the seventeenth century or the so-called Industrial
Revolution of the eighteenth century. These terms are in fact outmoded
and obscure the true nature of what they try to describe - signif
icant stages in two long and separate developments. By A.D. 1000 at the
latest - and perhaps, feebly, as much as two hundred years earlier
the West began to apply water power to industrial processes other than
milling grain. This was followed in the late twelfth century by the har
nessing of wind power. From simple beginnings, but with remarkable
consistency of style, the West rapidly expanded its skills in the develop
ment of power machinery, labor-saving devices, and automation. Those
who doubt should contemplate that most monumental achievement in
the history of automation: the weight-driven mechanical clock, which
appeared in two forms in the early fourteenth century. Not in crafts
manship but in basic technological capacity, the Latin West of the later
Middle Ages far outstripped its elaborate, sophisticated, and estheti
cally magnifi.cent sister cultures, Byzantium and Islam. In 1444 a great
Greek ecclesiastic, Bessarion, who had gone to Italy, wrote a letter to a
prince in Greece. He is amazed by the superiority of Western ships,
arms, textiles, glass. But above all he is astonished by the spectacle of
waterwheels sawing timbers and pumping the bellows of blast furnaces.
Clearly, he had seen nothing of the sort in the Near East.
By the end of the fifteenth century the technological superiority of
Europe was such that its small, mutually hostile nations could spill out
over all the rest of the world, conquering, looting, and colonizing. The
symbol of this technological superiority is the fact that Portugal, one of
the weakest states of the Occident, was able to become, and to remain
for a century, mistress of the East Indies. And we must remember that
the technology of Vasco da Gama and Albuquerque was built by pure
empiricism, drawing remarkably little support or inspiration from
sCience.
In the present-day vernacular understanding, modern science is sup
posed to have begun in 1543, when both Copernicus and Vesalius pub
lished their great works. It is no derogation of their accomplishments,
however, to point out that such structures as the Fabrica 7 and the De rev
olutionibus 8 do not appear overnight. The distinctive Western tradition
of science, in fact, began in the late eleventh century with a massive move
ment of translation of Arabic and Greek scientific works into Latin. A

70 e Human; Corp oris Fabri ca (1.')4 3), an illustrated work on huma n an a tomy b,1sed on
disscction s, was produced by Andreas Vcsaliu s (15 14-1564), J Flcm is h a natomi st, at the Uni
ve rsity of Padua in ltaly . lEd . 1
xOe revolutionibus orbium coelestillm (1 5 43; On the Rev olutions of Heavenl y Bodies)
was publishcd by Nicolas Co pernicus (14 73-1 5 4 3); it showed th e sun as th e ce nter of a sys
tem around which th e Earth revol ved.IEd .1
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few notable books - Theophrastus, for example - escaped the West's
avid new appetite for science, but within less than two hundred years ef
fectively the entire corpus of Greek and Muslim science was available in
Latin, and was being eagerly read and criticized in the new European uni
versities. Out of criticism arose new observation, speculation, and in
creasing distrust of ancient authorities. By the late thirteenth century Eu
rope had seized global scientific leadership from the faltering hands of
Islam. It would be as abs urd to deny the profound originality of Newton,
Galileo, or Copernicus as to deny that of the fourteenth-century scholas
tic scientists like Buridan or Ores me on whose work they built. Before the
eleventh century, science scarcely existed in the Latin West, even in
Roman times. From the eleventh century onward, the scientific sector of
Occidental culture has increased in a steady crescendo.
Since both our technological and our scientific movements got their
start, acquired their character, and achieved world dominance in the
Middle Ages, it would seem that we cannot understand their nature or
their present impact upon ecology without examining fundamental me
dieval assumptions and developments.

Medieval View of Man and Nature
Until recently, agriculture has been the chief occupation even in "ad
vanced" societies; hence, any change in methods of tillage has much im
portance. Early plows, drawn by two oxen, did not normally turn the
sod but merely scratched it. Thus, cross-plowing was needed and fields
tended to be squarish. In the fairly light soils and semiarid climates of
the Near East and Mediterranean, this worked well. But such a plow
was inappropriate to the wet climate and often sticky soils of northern
Europe. By the latter part of the seventh century after Christ, however,
following obscure beginnings, certain northern peasants were using an
entirely new kind of plow, equipped with a vertical knife to cut the line
of the furrow, a horizontal share to slice under the sod, and a mold
board to turn it over. The friction of this plow with the soil was so
great that it normally required not two but eight oxen. It attacked the
land with such violence that cross-plowing was not needed, and fields
tended to be shaped in long strips.
In the days of the scratch-plow, fields were distributed generally in
units capable of supporting a single family. Subsistence farming was the
presupposition. But no peasant owned eight oxen: to use the new and
more efficient plow, peasants pooled their oxen to form large plow
teams, originally receiving (it would appear) plowed strips in propor
tion to their contribution. Thus, distribution of land was based no
longer on the needs of a family bur, rather, on the ca pacity of a power
machine to till the earth. Man's relation to the soil was profoundly
changed. Formerly man had been part of nature; now he was the ex
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ploiter of nature. Nowhere else in the world did farmers develop any
analogous agricultural implement. Is it coincidence that modern tech
nology, with its ruthlessness toward nature, has so largely been pro
duced by descendants of these peasants of northern Europe?
This same exploitive attitude appears slightly before A.D. 830 in
Western illustrated calendars. In older calendars the months were
shown as passive personifications. The new Frankish calendars, which
set the style for the Middle Ages, are very different: They show men co
ercing the world around them - plowing, harvesting, chopping trees,
butchering pigs. Man and nature are two things, and man is master.
These novelties seem to be in harmony with larger intellectual pat
terns. What people do about their ecology depends on what they think
about themselves in relation to things around them. Human ecology is
deeply conditioned by beliefs about our nature and destiny - that
is, by religion. To Western eyes this is very evident in, say, India or
Ceylon. It is equally true of ourselves and of our medieval ancestors.
The victory of Christianity over paganism was the greatest psychic
revolution in the history of our culture. It has become fashionable
today to say that, for better or worse, we live in "the post-Christian
age." Certainly the forms of our thinking and language have largely
ceased to be Christian, but to my eye the substance often remains
amazingly akin to that of the past. Our daily habits of action, for ex
ample, are dominated by an implicit faith in perpetual progress which
was unknown either to Greco-Roman antiquity or to the Orient. It is
rooted in, and is indefensible apart from, Judeo-Christian teleology.9
The fact that Communists share it merely helps to show what can be
demonstrated on many other grounds: that Marxism, like Islam, is a
Judeo-Christian heresy. We continue today to live, as we have lived for
about seventeen hundred years, very largely in a context of Christian
aXIOms.
What did Christianity tell people about their relations with the en
vironment?
While many of the world's mythologies provide stories of creation,
Greco-Roman mythology was singularly incoherent in this respect.
Like Aristotle, the intellectuals of the ancient West denied that the vis
ible world had had a beginning. Indeed, the idea of a beginning was
impossible in the framework of their cyclical notion of time. In sharp
contrast, Christianity inherited from Judaism not only a concept of
time as nonrepetitive and linear but also a striking story of creation . By
gradual stages a loving and all-powerful God had created light and
darkness, the heavenly bodies, the earth and all its plants, animals,
birds, and fishes. Finally, God had created Adam and, as an afterthought,

~he Biblical idea that God 's purpose is revealed in hi s crea tion, that hum a n hi srory can
be seen as th e result of God's intentions. fEd.]
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Eve to keep man from being lonely. Man named all the animals, thus
establishing his dominance over them . God planned all of this explic
itly for man's benefit and rule: No item in the physical creation had
any purpose save to serve man's purposes. And, although man's body
is made of clay, he is not simply part of nature: H e is made in God's
image.
Especially in its Western form, Christianity is the most anthro
pocentric religion the world has seen. As early as the second century
both Tertullian and Saint Irenaeus of Lyons were insisting that when
God shaped Adam he was foreshadowing the image of the incarnate
Christ, the Second Adam. Man shares, in great measure, God's tran
scendence of nature. Christianity, in absolute contrast to ancient pa
ganism and Asia's religions (except, perhaps, Zoroastrianism), not only
established a dualism of man and na ture but also insisted that it is
God's will that man exploit nature for his proper ends.
At the level of the common people this worked out in an interesting
way. In Antiquity every tree, every spring, every stream, every hill had
its own genius loci, its guardian spirit. These spirits were accessible to
men, but were very unlike men; centaurs, fauns, and mermaids show
their ambivalence. Before one cut a tree, min ed a mountain , or dammed
a brook, it was important to placate the spirit in charge of that particu
lar situation, and to keep it placated. By des troying pagan animism,
Christianity made it possible to exploit nature in a mood of indifference
to the feelings of natural objects.
It is often said that for animism the Church substituted th e cult of
saints. True; but the cult of saints is functionally quite different from
animism. The saint is not in natural objects; he may have special
shrines, but his citizenship is in heaven. Moreover, a saint is entirely a
man; he can be approached in human terms. In addition to saints,
Christianity of course also had angels and demons inhe rited from Ju
daism and perhaps, at one remove, from Zoroastrianism. But these
were all as mobile as the saints themselves. The spirits in natural ob
jects, which form erly had protected nature from man, evaporated.
Man 's effective monopoly on spirit in this world was confirmed, and
th e old inhibitions to the exploitation of nature crumbled.
When one speaks in such sweeping terms, a note of caution is in
order. C hristianity is a complex faith, a nd its consequences differ in dif
fering contexts. What I have said may well apply to the medieval West,
where in fact technology made spectacular advances. But the Greek
East, a highly civilized rea lm of equal Christian devotion, seems to have
produced no marked technological innovation after the late seventh
ce ntury, when Greek fire was invented. The key to th e contrast may
perhaps be found in a difference in the tonality of piety and thought
wh ich students of comparative theology find between the Greek and
the Latin Churches. The Greeks believed that sin was intellectua l blind
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ness, and that salvation was found in illumination, orthodoxy - that
is, clear thinking. The Latins, on the other hand, felt that sin was moral
evil, and that salvation was to be found in right conduct. Eastern theol 
ogy has been intellectualist. Western theology ha s bee n voluntarist. The
Greek saint contemplates; the W estern sa int acts. The implications of
Christianity for the conquest of nature would emerge more easily in the
Western atmosphere.
The Christian dogma of creation, which is found in the first clause
of all the Creeds, ha s another mea ning for our comprehension of
today's ecologic crisis. By revelation, God had given man the Bible, the
Book of Scripture. But since God had ma de nature, nature also must re
veal th e divine mentality. The religious study of nature for the better
understanding of God was known as natural theology. In the early
Church, and always in the Greek East, nature was conceived primarily
as a symbolic system through which God speaks to men: The ant is a
sermon to sluggards; rising flam es are the symbol of the soul's aspira
tion. This view of nature was essentially artistic rather than scientific.
While Byzantium preserv ed and copied great numbers of ancient Greek
scientific texts, science as we conceive it could scarcely flouri sh in sucb
an ambience.
However, in the Latin West by tbe early thirteenth century natural
theology ~as followin g a very different bent. It was ceasing to be the
decoding of the physical symbols of God's communication with man
a nd was becoming the effort to understand God's mind by di scovering
how his creation operates. The rain how was no longer simply a sy mbol
of hope first sent to Noah after the Deluge: Robert Grosseteste, Friar
Roger Bacon, and Theodoric of Freiberg produced startlingly sophisti
cated work on the optics of the rainbow, but they did it as a venture in
religiou s understandin g. From the thirteenth century onward, LIp to and
including Leibnitz and N ewton, eve ry major sc ientist, in effect, ex
plained his motivations in religious terms. Indeed, if Galil eo had not
bee n so expert an amateur theologian he would have got into far less
troubl e: The professionals resented his intrusion. And Newton seems to
have regarded himself more as a theologian than as a scientist. It was
not until the late eighteenth century tbat the hypothesis of God became
unnecessa ry to many sc ientists .
It is often hard for the historian to judge, when men explain why
they are doing what they want to do, whether they are offering real rea
sons or merely culturally acceptable reasons. The consistency with
which scientists during th e long formative centuries of Western sc ience
said that the task a nd the reward of the scientist was "to think God's
thou ghts after him" leads one to believe that thi s was their real motiva
tion. If so, then modern Western science was cast in a matrix of Chris
tian theology. The dynamism of religious devotion, shaped by the
Judeo -Christian dogma of creation, gave it impetLls.
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An Alternative Christian View
We would seem to be headed toward conclusions unpalatable to many
Christians. Since both science and technology are blessed words in our
contemporary vocabulary, some may be happy at the notions, first ,
that, viewed historically, modern science is an extrapolation of natural
theology and, second, that mod ern technology is at least partly to be
explained as an Occidental, voluntarist realization of the Christian
dogma of man's transcendence of, and rightful mastery over, nature.
But, as we now recognize, somewhat over a century ago science and
technology - hitherto quite separate activities - joined to give mankind
powers which, to judge by many of the ecologic effects, are out of con
trol. If so, Christianity bears a huge burden of guilt.
I personally doubt that disastrous ecologic backlash can be
avoided simply by applying to our problems more science and more
technology. Our science and technology have grown out of Christian
attitudes toward man's relation to nature which are almost universally
held not only by Christians and neo-Christians but also by those who
fondly regard themselves as post-Christians. Despite Copernicus, all
the cosmos rotates around our little globe. Despite Darwin, we are
not, in our hearts, part of the natural process. We are superior to na
ture, contemptuous of it, willing to use it for our slightest whim. The
newly elected Governor of California,lO like myself a churchman but
less troubled than I, spoke for the Christian tradition when he said (as
is alleged), "when you've seen one redwood tree, you've seen them
all." To a Christian a tree can be no more than a physical fact. The
whole concept of the sacred grove is alien to Christianity and to the
ethos of the West. For nearly two millennia Christian missionaries
have been chopping down sacred groves, which are idolatrous because
they assume spirit in nature.
What we do about ecology depends on our ideas of the man-nature
relationship. More science and more technology are not going to get us
out of the present ecologic crisis until we find a new religion, or rethink
our old one. The beatniks, who are the basic revolutionaries of our
time, show a sound instinct in their affinity for Zen Buddhism, which
conceives of the man-nature relationship as very nearly the mirror
image of the Christian view. Zen, however, is as deeply conditioned by
Asian history as Christianity is by the experience of the West, and I am
dubious of its via bility among us.
Possibly we should ponder the greatest radical in Christian history
since Christ: Saint Francis of Assisi. The prime miracle of Saint Francis
is the fact that he did not end at the stake, as many of his left-wing fol

1URo naid Reagan, governor fr o m 196 7
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lowers did. He was so clearly heretical that a General of the Franciscan
Order, Saint Bonaventura, a great and perceptive Christian, tried to
suppress the early acCOunts of Franciscanism. The key to an under
standing of Francis is his belief in the virtue of humility - not merely
for the individual but for man as a species. Francis tried to depose man
from his monarchy over creation and set up a democracy of all God's
creatures. With him the ant is no longer simply a homily for the lazy,
flames a sign of the thrust of the soul toward union with God; now
they are Brother Ant and Sister Fire, praising the Creator in their own
ways as Brother Man does in his.
Later commentators have said that Francis preached to the birds as
a rebuke to men who would not listen. The records do not read so: He
urged the little birds to praise God, and in spiritual ecstasy they flapped
their wings and chirped rejoicing. Legends of saints, especially the Irish
saints, had long told of their dealings with animals but always, I be
lieve, to show their human dominance over creatures. With Francis it is
different. The land around Gubbio in the Apennines was being ravaged
by a fierce wolf. Saint Francis, says the legend, talked to the wolf and
persuaded him of the error of his ways. The wolf repented, died in the
odor of sanctity, and was buried in consecrated ground.
What Sir Steven Ruciman calls "the Franciscan doctrine of the ani
mal soul" was quickly stamped out. Quite possibly it was in part in
spired, consciously or unconsciously, by the belief in reincarnation held
by the Cathar heretics who at that time teemed in Italy and southern
France, and who presumably had gOt it originally from India. It is sig
nificant that at just the same moment, about 1200, traces of metem
psychosis are found also in Western Judaism, in the Provenr;al C a bbala.
But Francis held neither to transmigration of souls nor to pantheism.
His view of nature and of man rested on a unique sort of pan-psychism
of all things animate and inanimate, designed for the glorification of
their transcendent Creator, who, in the ultimate gesture of cosmic hu
mility, assumed flesh, la y helpless in a manger, and hung dying on a
scaffold.
I am not suggesting that many contemporary Americans who are
concerned about our ecologic crisis will be either able or willing to
counsel with wolves or exhort birds. However, the present increasing
disruption of the global environment is the product of a dynamic tech
nology and science which were originating in the Western medieval
world against which Saint Francis was rebelling in so original a way.
Their growth cannot be understood historically apart from distinctive
attitudes toward nature which are deeply grounded in Christian
dogma. The fact that most people do not think of these attitudes as
Christian is irrelevant. No new set of basic values has been accepted in
our society to displace those of Christianity. Hence we shall continue to
have a worsening ecologic crisis until we reject the Christian axiom that
nature has no reason for existence save to serve man.
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The greatest spiritual revolutionary in Western history, Saint Fran
cis, proposed what he thought was an alternative Christian view of na
ture and man's relation to it: He tried to substitute the idea of the
equality of all creatures, including man, for the idea of man's limitless
rule of creation. He failed. Both our present science and our present
technology are so tinctured with orthodox Christian arrogance toward
nature that no solution for our ecologic crisis can be expected from
them alone. Since the roots of our trouble are so largely religious, the
remedy must also be essentially religious, whether we call it that or not.
We must rethink and refeel our nature and destiny. The profoundly re
ligious, but heretical, sense of the primitive Franciscans for the spiritual
auronomy of all parts of nature may point a direction. I propose
Francis as a patron saint for ecologists.
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Image from a Cistercian Manuscript,
Twelfth Century
This image of a monk chopping down a tree while his lay servant
prunes the branches is from a manuscript of the Cistercian order of
monks, from the twelfth century. The Cistercians, more than other or
ders, spoke out in favor of conserving forest resources, but they also
celebrated manual labor. Does this image indicate that the monks
were in favor of forest clearance?

Thinking Historically
Does this image lend support to White's argument? Why or why not?
If there were many such images, would visual evidence like this con
vince you of White's argument? Would it be more convincing if al
most all European images of trees showed someone chopping them
down and virtually no Chinese tree images showed that? In other
words, how much visual evidence would convince you of White's in
terpretation?
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Figure 14,1
Ima ge from ~ Cistercian ma nu script, 12 th c ., monk choppin g tree (Dijon, Bibliorhequc munic
ipal e, MS 173) , duplicated in Cambridge Illustrat ed /-list ory of the Middle Ages, Robert
f'ossi e r, ed . (Cambridge: Camb ridge Uni ver sity Press, 1997),72.
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Image of a Chinese Feng-Shui Master
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Although the Chinese celebrated the natural landscape in their paint
ings, they also created drawings that showcased their advanced tech
nologies. The Chinese made and used the compass (as well as paper,
printing, and gunpowder) long before Europeans. Instead of using it
to subdue the natural world, however, they used it to find harmony
with nature, specifically through the practice of feng-shui. " Feng-shui,
which literally means wind over water, is the Chinese art of determin
ing the best position and placement of structures such as houses within
the natural environment. In the following image we sec a type of com
pass used in the work of a Chinese feng-shui master. Before building,
the feng-shui master would use instruments like this to ascertain the
flow of energy (chi) on the site, resulting in new buildings that would
be in harmony with, rather than obstruct, this flow. How might a
compass detect energy? How was the Chinese use of a compass-like
device different from the modern scientific use of the compass?
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An image has many elements to read. What information is revealed
about Chinese society in this image, in addition to the scientific de
vices? What significance do you attach to the artist's depiction of hu
mans and the natural setting? In what ways does this image support
Lynn White ]r.'s argument? In what ways does it challenge his inter
pretation? On balance, do you find it more supportive or critical of
White's position?
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Jose ph Needh a m , Science and CivilizatIOn in China , vo l. 2 (Cambrid ge: Cambridge Uni versiry
Pre ss , 1956 ), 3 62.

Figure 14.3

Chinese Feng·Shui Master.
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LYNDA NORENE SHAFFER

Southerniza tion
The author of this selection began her career as a historian of China,
but she is currently a world historian, having published books on
Native American, Southeast Asian, and Chinese history. Shaffer coins
the term Southernization to suggest that Westernization was preceded
by an earlier "southern" process of technological expansion that even
tually made it possible. Which of her examples of Southernization do
you find most important in changing the world? Which least signifi
cant? Did India and Indian Ocean societies of the early Middle Ages
playa role like that of the West today?

Shatter / ~outhernization

)1.)

spread to other places and changed them as well. In the same way,
southernization changed Southern Asia and later spread to other areas,
which then underwent a process of change.
Southernization was well under way in SOllthern Asia by the fifth
century C.L, during the reign of India's Gupta kings (320-535 C.E.). It
was by that time already spreading to China. In the eighth century vari
ous elements characteristic of Southernization began spreading through
the lands of the Muslim caliphates. Both in China and in the lands of the
caliphate, the process led to dramatic changes, and by the year 1200 it
was beginning to have an impact on the Christian Mediterranean. One
could argue that within the Northern Hemisphere, by this time the
process of Southernization had created an Eastern Hemisphere charac
terized by a rich south and a north that was poor in comparison. And
one might even go so far as to suggest that in Europe and its colonies,
the process of Southernization laid the foundation for Westernization.

Thinking Historically
Shaffer did not write this essay to criticize Lynn White Jr., nor does her
essay address precisely the samc issues. Our exercise here is not the rel
atively simple task of weighing two debaters on a single issue. Rather,
Shaffer's essay challenges some of the assumptions and arguments
made by White and many othcr historians when they discuss the his
tory of technology. What are some of the assumptions and arguments
of White that Shaffer challenges? How might you use Shaffer to chal
lenge White's grand theory? Whieh essay provides a more satisfying
explanation of the origins of modern science and technology?

The term Southernization is a new one. It is used here to refer to a
multifaceted process that began in Southern Asia and spread from there
to various other places around the globe. The process included so many
interrelated strands of development that it is impossible to do more
here than sketch out the general outlines of a few of them. Among the
most important that will be omitted from this discussion are the metal
lurgical, the medical, and the literary. Those included are the develop
ment of mathematics; the production and marketing of subtropical or
tropical spices; the pioneering of new trade routes; the cultivation, pro
cessing, and marketing of southern crops such as sugar and cotton; and
the development of various related technologies.
The term Southernization is meant to be analogous to Westerniza
tion. Westernization refers to certain developments that first occurred
in western Europe. Those developments changed Europe and eventually
Lynda Norcnc Shaffer, "Sollthcrnizc1tion," Journal of World History 5 (Spring 1994): 1-21.

The Indian Beginning
Southernization was the result of developments that took place in many
parts of southern Asia, both on the Indian subcontinent and in South
east Asia. By the time of the Gupta kings, several of its constituent
parts already had a long history in India. Perhaps the oldest strand in
the process was the cultivation of cotton and the production of cotton
textiles for export. Cotton was first domesticated in the Indus River val
ley some time between 2300 and 1760 1l.C.E., and by the second millen
nium Il.C.F., the Indians had begun to develop sophisticated dyeing tech
niques. During these early millennia Indus River valley merchants are
known to have lived in Mesopotamia, where they sold cotton textiles.
In the first century C.E. Egypt became an important overseas market
for Indian cottons. By the next century there was a strong demand for
these textiles both in the Mediterranean and in East Africa, and by the
fifth century they were being traded in Southeast Asia. The Indian textile
trade continued to grow throughout the next millennium. Even after the
arrival of European ships in Asian ports at the turn of the sixteenth cen
tury, it continued unscathed. According to one textile expert, "India vir
tually clothed the world" by the mid-eighteenth century. The subconti
nent's position was not undermined until Britain's Industrial Revolution,
when steam engines began to power the production of cotton textiles.
Another strand in the process of Southernization, the search for
new sources of bullion, can be traced back in India to the end of the
Mauryan Empire (321-185 I).C.E.). During Mauryan rule Siberia had
been India's main source of gold, but nomadic disturbances in Central
Asia disrupted the traffic between Siberia and India at about the time
that the Mauryans fell. Indian sailors then began to travel to the Malay
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peninsula and the islands of Indonesia in search of an alternative
source, which they most likely "discovered" with the help of local
peoples who knew the sites. (This is generally the case with bullion dis
coveries, including those made by Arabs and Europeans.) What the In
dians (and others later on) did do was introduce this gold to interna
tional trade routes.
The Indians' search for gold may also have led them to the shores
of Africa. Although its interpretation is controversial, some archaeolog
ical evidence suggests the existence of Indian influence on parts of East
Africa as early as 300 C.E. There is also one report that gold was being
sought in East Africa by Ethiopian merchants, who were among India's
most important trading partners.
The sixth-century Byzantine geographer Cosmas Indicopleustes de
scribed Ethiopian merchants who went to some location inland from
the East African coast to obtain gold. "Every other year they would sail
far to the south, then march inland, and in return for various made-up
articles they would come back laden with ingots of gold." The fact that
the expeditions left every other year suggests that it took two years to
get to their destination and return. If so, their destination, even at this
early date, may have been Zimbabwe. The wind patterns are such that
sailors who ride the monsoon south as far as Kilwa can catch the return
monsoon to the Red Sea area within the same year. But if they go be
yond Kilwa to the Zambezi River, from which they might go inland to
Zimbabwe, they cannot return until the following year.
Indian voyages on the Indian Ocean were part of a more general
development, more or less contemporary with the Ma uryan Empire, in
which sailors of various nationalities began to knit together the shores
of the "Southern Ocean," a Chinese term referring to all the waters
from the South China Sea to the eastern coast of Africa. During this pe
riod there is no doubt that the most intrepid sailors were the Malays,
peoples who lived in what is now Malaysia, Indonesia, the southeastern
coast of Vietnam, and the Philippines.
Sometime before 300 II.C.E. Malay sailors began to ride the mon
soons, the seasonal winds that blow off the continent of Asia in the
colder months and onto its shores in the warmer months. Chinese
records indicate that by the third century iI.C.E. "Kunlun" sailors, the
Chinese term for the Malay seamen, were sailing north to the southern
coasts of China. They may also have been sailing west to India, through
the straits now called Malacca and Sunda. If so they may have been the
first to establish contact between India and Southeast Asia.
Malay sailors had reached the eastern coast of Africa at least by the
first century R.C.E., if not earlier. Their presence in East African waters
is testified to by the peoples of Madagascar, who still speak a Malayo
Polynesian language. Some evidence also suggests that Malay sailors
had settled in the Red Sea area. Indeed, it appears that they were the
first to develop a long-distance trade in a southern spice. In the last cen
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turies B.C.E., if not earlier, Malay sailors were delivering cinnamon from
South China Sea ports to East Africa and the Red Sea.
By about 400 C.E. Malay sailors could be found two-thirds of the
way around the world, from Easter Island to East Africa. They rode
the monsoons without a compass, out of sight of land, and often at lat
itudes below the equator where the northern pole star cannot be seen.
They navigated by the wind and the stars, by cloud formations, the
color of the water, and swell and wave patterns on the ocean's surface.
They could discern the presence of an island some thirty miles from its
shores by noting the behavior of birds, the animal and plant life in the
water, and the swell and wave patterns. Given their manner of sailing,
their most likely route to Africa and the Red Sea would have been by
way of the island clusters, the Maldives, the Chagos, the Seychelles, and
the Comoros.
Malay ships used balance lug sails, which were square in shape and
mounted so that they could pivot. This made it possible for sailors to
tack against the wind, that is, to sail into the wind by going diagonally
against it, first one way and then the other. Due to the way the sails
were mounted, they appeared somewhat triangular in shape, and thus
the Malays' balance lug sail may well be the prototype of the triangular
lateen, which can also be used to tack against the wind. The latter was
invented by both the Polynesians to the Malays' east and by the Arabs
to their west, both of whom had ample opportunity to see the Malays'
ships in action.
It appears that the pepper trade developed after the cinnamon
trade. In the first century C.L southern India began supplying the
Mediterranean with large quantities of pepper. Thereafter, Indian mer
chants could be found living on the island of Socotra, near the mouth
of the Red Sea, and Greek-speaking sailors, including the anonymous
author of the Periplus of the Erythraean Sea, could be found sailing in
the Red Sea and riding the monsoons from there to India.
Indian traders and shippers and Malay sailors were also responsible
for opening up an all-sea route to China. The traders' desire for silk
drew them out into dangerous waters in search of a more direct way to
its source. By the second century c:.E. Indian merchants could make the
trip by sea, but the route was slow, and it took at least two years to
make a round trip. Merchants leaving from India's eastern coast
rounded the shores of the Bay of Bengal. When they came to the Isthmus
of Kra, the narrowest part of the Malay peninsula, the ships were un
loaded, and the goods were portaged across to the Gulf of Thailand.
The cargo was then reloaded on ships that rounded the gulf until they
reached Funan, a kingdom on what is now the Kampuchea-Vietnam
border. There they had to wait for the winds to shift, before embarking
upon a ship that rode the monsoon to China.
Some time before 400 C.L travelers began to use a newall-sea route
to China, a route that went around the Malay peninsula and thus avoided
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the Isthmus of Kra portage. The ships left from Sri Lanka and sailed be
fore the monsoon, far from any coasts, through either the Strait of
Malacca or the Strait of Sunda into the Java Sea. After waiting in the
Java Sea port for the winds to shift, they rode the monsoon to southern
China. The most likely developers of this route were Malay sailors, since
the new stopover ports were located within their territories.
Not until the latter part of the fourth century, at about the same
time as the newall-sea route began to direct commercial traffic through
the Java Sea, did the fine spices - cloves, nutmeg, and mace - begin to
assume importance on international markets. These rare and expensive
spices came from the Moluccas, several island groups about a thousand
miles east of Java. Cloves were produced on about five minuscule is
lands off the western coast of Halmahera; nutmeg and mace came from
only a few of the Banda Islands, some ten islands with a total area of
seventeen square miles, located in the middle of the Banda Sea. Until
1621 these Moluccan islands were the only places in the world able to
produce cloves, nutmeg, and mace in commercial quantities. The
Moluccan producers themselves brought their spices to the international
markets of the Java Sea ports and created the market for them.
It was also during the time of the Gupta kings, around 350 C.E.,
that the Indians discovered how to crystallize sugar. There is consid
erable disagreement about where sugar was first domesticated. Some
believe that the plant was native to New Guinea and domesticated
there, and others argue that it was domesticated by Southeast Asian
peoples living in what is now southern China. In any case, sugar culti
vation spread to the Indian subcontinent. Sugar, however, did not be
come an important item of trade until the Indians discovered how to
turn sugarcane juice into granulated crystals that could be easily stored
and transported. This was a momentous development, and it may have
been encouraged by Indian sailing, for sugar and clarified butter (ghee)
were among the dietary mainstays of Indian sailors.
The Indians also laid the foundation for modern mathematics dur
ing the time of the Guptas. Western numerals, which the Europeans
called Arabic since they acquired them from the Arabs, actually come
from India. (The Arabs call them Hindi numbers.) The most significant
feature of the Indian system was the invention of the zero as a number
concept. The oldest extant treatise that uses the zero in the modern way
is a mathematical appendix attached to Aryabhata's text on astronomy,
which is dated 499 C.E.
The Indian zero made the place-value system of writing numbers
superior to all others. Without it, the use of this system, base ten or
otherwise, was fraught with difficulties and did not seem any better
than alternative systems. With the zero the Indians were able to per
form calculations rapidly and accurately, to perform much more com
plicated calculations, and to discern mathematical relationships more
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aptly. These numerals and the mathematics that the Indians developed
with them are now universal- just one indication of the global signifi
cance of Southernization.
As a result of these developments India acquired a reputation as a
place of marvels, a reputation that was maintained for many centuries
after the Gupta dynasty fell. As late as the ninth century Amr ibn Bahr
al Jahiz (c. 776-868), one of the most influential writers of Arabic, had
the following to say about India:
As regards the Indians, they are among the leaders in astronomy,
mathematics - in particular, they have Indian numerals - and medi
cine; they alone possess the secrets of the latter, and use them to prac
tice some remarkable forms of treatm ent. They have th e art of carving
statues and painted figmcs. They possess the game of chess, which is
the noblest of games and requires more judgment and intelligence than
any other. They rna ke Kedah swords, and excel in their usc. They have
splendid music . ... They possess a script capable of expressing the
sounds of all languages, as well as many numerals. They have a great
deal of poetry, many long treatises, and a deep understanding of
philosophy and letters; the book Kalila wa -Dimna originated with
them. They are intelligent and courageous . . .. Their so LInd judgment
and sensible habits led them to invent pins, cork, tOothpicks, the drape
of clothes, and the dyeing of hair. Thcy arc handsome, attractive, and
forbearing; their women are proverbial; and their country produces the
matchless Indian aloes which are supplied to kings . They were the
originators of th e science of fih, by which a poison can be counter
acted after it has been Llsed, and of astronomical reckoning, subse
quently adopted by the rest of the world. When Adam descended from
Paradise, it was to their land that he made his way.

The Southernization of China
These Southern Asian developments began to have a significant impact
on China after 350 C.E. The Han dynasty had fallen in 221 CX., and for
more than 350 years thereafter China was ruled by an ever-changing col
lection of regional kingdoms. During these centuries Buddhism became
increasingly important in China, Buddhist monasteries spread through
out the disunited realm, and cultural exchange between India and China
grew accordingly. By 581, when the Sui dynasty reunited the empire,
processes associated with Southernization had already had a major im
pact on China. The influence of Southernization continued during the
T'ang (618-906) and Sung (960-1279) dynasties. One might even go so
far as to suggest that the process of Southernization underlay the revolu
tionary social, political, economic, and tecbnological developments of the
T'ang and Sung.
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The Chinese reformed their mathematics, incorporating the advan
tages of the Indian system, even though they did not adopt the Indian
numerals at that time. They then went on to develop an advanced
mathematics, which was flourishing by the time of the Sung dynasty.
Cotton and indigo became well established, giving rise to the blue
black peasant garb that is still omnipresent in China. Also in the Sung
period the Chinese first developed cotton canvas, which they used to
make a more efficient sail for ocean-going ships.
Although sugar had long been grown in some parts of southern
China it did not become an important crop in this region until the
process of Southernization was well under way. The process also intro
duced new varieties of rice. The most important of these was what the
Chinese called Champa rice , since it came to China from Champa, a
Malay kingdom located on what is now the southeastern coast of Viet
nam. Champa rice was a drought-resistant, early ripening variety that
made it possible to extend cultivation up well-watered hillsides, thereby
doubling the area of rice cultivation in China ....
In southern China the further development of rice production
brought significant changes in the landscape. Before the introduction of
Champa rice, rice cultivation had been confined to lowlands, deltas,
basins, and river valleys. Once Champa rice was introduced and rice
cultivation spread up the hillsides, the Chinese began systematic ter
racing and made use of sophisticated techniques of water control on
mountain slopes. Between the mid-eighth and the early twelfth century
the population of southern China tripled, and the total Chinese popula
tion doubled. According to Sung dynasty household registration figures
for 1102 and 1110 - figures that Sung dynasty specialists have shown
to be reliable - there were 100 million people in China by the first
decade of the twelfth century.
Before the process of Southernization, northern China had always
been predominant, intellectually, socially, and politically. The imperial
center of gravity was clearly in the north, and the southern part of
China was perceived as a fromier area. But Southernization changed
this situation dramatically. By 600, southern China was well on its way
to becoming the most prosperous and most commercial part of the em
pire. The most telling evidence for this is the construction of the Grand
Canal, which was completed around 610, during the Sui dynasty. Even
though the rulers of the Sui had managed to put the pieces of the em
pire back together in 581 and rule the whole of China again from a
single northern capital, they were dependent on the new southern
crops. Thus it is no coincidence that this dynasty felt the need to build a
canal that could deliver southern rice to north ern cities.
The rang dynasty, when Buddhist influence in China was especially
strong, saw two exceedingly important technological innovations - the
invention of printing and gunpowder. These developments may also be
linked to Southernization. Printing seems to have developed within the
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walls of Buddhist monasteries between 700 and 750, and subtropical
Sichuan was one of the earliest centers of the art. The invention of gun
powder in China by Taoist alchemists in the ninth century may also be re
lated to the linkages between India and China created by Buddhism. In
644 an Indian monk identified soils in China that contained saltpeter and
demonstrated the purple flame that results from its ignition. As early as
919 C.E. gunpowder was used as an igniter in a flamethrower, and the
tenth century also saw the use of flaming arrows, rockets, and bombs
thrown by catapults. The earliest evidence of a cannon or bombard
(1127) has been found in Sichuan, quite near the Tibetan border, across
the Himalayas from India.
By the time of the Sung the Chinese also had perfected the "south
pointing needle," otherwise known as the compass. Various prototypes
of the compass had existed in China from the third century· B.C.E., but
the new version developed during the Sung was particularly well suited
for nav igation. Soon Chinese mariners were using the south-pointing
needle on the oceans, publishing "needle charts" for the benefit of sea
ca pta ins, a nd following" needle routes" on the Sou thern Ocean.
Once the Chinese had the compass they, like Columbus, set out to
find a direct route to the spice markets of Java and ultimately to the
Spice Islan9s in the Moluccas. Unlike Columbus, they found them.
They did not bump into an obstacle, now known as the Western Hemi
sphere, on their way, since it was not located between China and the
Spice Islands. If it had been so situated, the Chinese would have found
it some 500 years before Columbus.
Cities on China's southern coasts became centers of overseas com
merce. Silk remained an important export, and by the T'ang dynasty it
had been joined by a true porcelain, which was developed in China
sometime before 400 C.E. China and its East Asian neighbors had a mo
nopoly on the manufacture of true porcelain until the early eighteenth
century. Many attempts were made to imitate it, and some of the result
ing imitations were economically and stylistically important. China's
southern ports were also exporting to Southeast Asia large quantities of
ordinary consumer goods, including iron hardware, such as needles,
scissors, and cooking pots. Although iron manufacturing was concen
trated in the north, the large quantity of goods produced was a direct re
sult of the size of the market in southern China and overseas. Until the
British Industrial Revolution of the eighteenth century, no other place
ever equaled the iron production of Sung China .

The Muslim Caliphates
In the seventh century C.E., Arab cavalries, recently converted to the new
religion of Islam, conquered eastern and southern Mediterranean shores
that had been Byzantine (and Christian), as well as the Sassanian empire
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(Zoroastrian) in what is now Iraq and Iran. In the eighth century they
went on to conquer Spain and Turko-Iranian areas of Central Asia, as
well as northwestern India. Once established on the Indian frontier, they
became acquainted with many of the elements of Southernization.
The Arabs were responsible for the spread of many important
crops, developed or improved in India, to the Middle East, North
Africa, and Islamic Spain. Among the most important were sugar, cot
ton, and citrus fruits. Although sugarcane and cotton cultivation may
have spread to Iraq and Ethiopia before the Arab conquests, only after
the establishment of the caliphates did these southern crops have a
major impact throughout the Middle East and North Africa.
The Arabs were the first to import large numbers of enslaved
Africans in order to produce sugar. Fields in the vicinity of Basra, at the
northern end of the Persian Gulf, were the most important sugar
producing areas within the caliphates, but before this land could be
used, it had to be desalinated. To accomplish this task, the Arabs im
ported East African (Zanj) slaves. This African community remained in
the area, where they worked as agricultural laborers. The famous
writer al Jahiz, whose essay on India was quoted earlier, was a descen
dant of Zanj slaves. In 869, one year after his death, the Zanj slaves in
Iraq rebelled. It took the caliphate fifteen years of hard fighting to de
feat them, and thereafter Muslim owners rarely used slaves for pur
poses that would require their concentration in large numbers.
The Arabs were responsible for moving sugarcane cultivation and
sugar manufacturing westward from southern Iraq into other relatively
arid lands. Growers had to adapt the plant to new conditions, and they
had to develop more efficient irrigation technologies. By 1000 or so
sugarcane had become an important crop in the Yemen; in Arabian
oases; in irrigated areas of Syria , Lebanon, Palestine, Egypt, and the
Mahgrib; in Spain; and on Mediterranean islands controlled by Mus
lims. By the tenth century cotton also had become a major crop in the
lands of the caliphate, from Iran and Central Asia to Spain and the
Mediterranean islands. Cotton industries sprang up wherever the plant
was cultivated, producing for both local and distant markets ....
Under Arab auspices, Indian mathematics followed the same routes
as the crops. AI-Kharazmi (c. 780-847) introduced Indian mathematics
to the Arabic-reading world in his Treatise on Calculation with the
Hindu Numerals, written around 825. Mathematicians within the ca
liphates then could draw upon the Indian tradition, as well as the Greek
and Persian. On this foundation Muslim scientists of many nationalities,
including al-Battani (d. 929), who came from the northern reaches of the
Mesopotamian plain, and the Persian Omar Khayyam (d. 1123), made
remarka ble advances in both algebra and trigonometry.
The Arab conquests also led to an increase in long-distance commerce
and the "discovery" of new sources of bullion. Soon after the Abbasid cali
phate established its capital at Baghdad, the caliph ai-Mansur (r. 745-75)
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reportedly remarked, "This is the Tigris; there is no obstacle between
us and China; everything on the sea can come to us." By this time Arab
ships were plying the maritime routes from the Persian Gulf to China,
and they soon outnumbered all others using these routes. By the ninth
century they had acquired the compass (in China, most likely), and they
may well have been the first to use it for marine navigation, since the
Chinese do not seem to have used it for this purpose until after the
tenth century.
... Thus it was that the Arabs "pioneered" or improved an exist
ing long-distance route across the Sahara, an ocean of sand rather tha n
water. Routes across this desert had always existed, and trade and
other contacts between West Africa and the Mediterranean date back
at least to the Phoenician period. Still, the numbers of people and ani
mals crossing this great ocean of sand were limited until the eighth cen
tury when Arabs, desiring to go directly to the source of the gold,
prompted an expansion of trade across the Sahara. Also during the
eighth century Abdul ai-Rahman, an Arab ruler of Morocco, sponsored
the construction of wells on the trans-Saharan route from Si j i1masa
to Wadidara to facilitate this traffic. This Arab "discovery" of West
African gold eventually doubled the amount of gold in international
circulation.. East Africa, too, became a source of gold for the Arabs.
By the tenth century Kilwa had become an important source of Zim
babwean gold.

Developments after 1200:
The Mongolian Conquest and the Southernization
of the European Mediterranean
By 1200 the process of Southernization had created a prosperous south
from China to the Muslim Mediterranean. Although mathematics, the
pioneering of new ocean routes, and "discoveries" of bullion are not in
extricably connected to locations within forty degrees of the equator,
several crucial elements in the process of Southernization were closely
linked to latitude. Cotton generally does not grow above the fortieth
parallel. Sugar, cinnamon, and pepper are tropical or subtropical crops,
and the fine spices will grow only on particular tropical islands. Thus
for many centuries the more sOLlthern parts of Asia and the Muslim
Mediterranean enjoyed the profits that these developments brought,
while locations that were too far north to grow these southern crops
were unable to participate in such lucrative agricultural enterprises .
The process of Southernization reached its zenith after 1200, in
large part because of the tumultuous events of the thirteenth century .
During that century in both hemispheres there were major transforma
tions in the distribution of power, wealth, and prestige. In the Western
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Hemisphere several great powers went down. Cahokia (near East St.
Louis, Illinois), which for three centuries had been the largest and most
influential of the Mississippian mound-building centers, declined after
1200, and in Mexico Toltec power collapsed. In the Mediterranean the
prestige of the Byzantine empire was destroyed when Venetians seized
its capital in 1204. From 1212 to 1270 the Christians conquered south
ern Spain, except for Granada. In West Africa, Ghana fell to Sosso, and
so did Mali, one of Ghana's allies. But by about 1230 Mali, in the
process of seeking its own revenge, had created an empire even larger
than Ghana's. At the same time Zimbabwe was also becoming a major
power in southern Africa.
The grandest conquerors of the thirteenth century were the Central
Asians. Turkish invaders established the Delhi sultanate in India. Mon
golian cavalries devastated Baghdad, the seat of the Abbasid caliphate
since the eighth century, and they captured Kiev, further weakening
Byzantium. By the end of the century they had captured China, Korea,
and parts of mainland Southeast Asia as well.
Because the Mongols were pagans at the time of their conquests,
the western Europeans cheered them on as they laid waste to one after
another Muslim center of power in the Middle East. The Mongols were
stopped only when they encountered the Mamluks of Egypt at Damas
cus. In East Asia and Southeast Asia only the Japanese and the Java
nese were able to defeat them. The victors in Java went on to found
Majapahit, whose power and prestige then spread through maritime
Southeast Asia.
Both hemispheres were reorganized profoundly during this turmoil.
Many places that had flourished were toppled, and power gravitated to
new locales. In the Eastern Hemisphere the Central Asian conquerors
had done great damage to traditional southern centers just about every
where, except in Africa, southern China, southern India, and maritime
Southeast Asia. At the same time the Mongols' control of overland routes
between Europe and Asia in the thirteenth and early fourteenth centuries
fostered unprecedented contacts between Europeans and peoples from
those areas that had long been southernized. Marco Polo's long sojourn
in Yuan Dynasty China is just one example of such interaction.
Under the Mongols overland trade routes in Asia shifted north and
converged on the Black Sea. After the Genoese helped the Byzantines to
retake Constantinople from the Venetians in 1261, the Genoese were
granted special privileges of trade in the Black Sea. Italy then became di
rectly linked to the Mongolian routes. Genoese traders were among the
first and were certainly the most numerous to open up trade with the
Mongolian states in southern Russia and Iran. In the words of one West
ern historian, in their Black Sea colonies they "admitted to citizenship"
people of many nationalities, including those of "strange background
and questionable belief," and they "wound up christening children of the
best ancestry with such uncanny names as Saladin, Hethum, or Hulugu."
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Such contacts contributed to the Southernization of the Christian
Mediterranean during this period of Mongolian hegemony. Although
European conquerors sometimes had taken over sugar and cotton lands
in the Middle East during the Crusades, not until some time after 1200
did the European-held Mediterranean islands become important ex
porters. Also after 1200 Indian mathematics began to have a significant
impact in Europe. Before that time a few western European scholars
had become acquainted with Indian numerals in Spain, where the
works of al-Kharazmi, al-Battani, and other mathematicians had been
translated into Latin. Nevertheless, Indian numerals and mathematics
did not become important in western Europe until the thirteenth cen
tury after the book Liber abaci (1202), written by Leonardo Fibonacci
of Pisa (c. 1170-1250), introduced them to the commercial centers of
Italy. Leonardo had grown up in North Africa (in what is now Bejala,
Algeria), where his father, consul over the Pisan merchants in that port,
had sent him to study calculation with an Arab master.
In the seventeenth century, when Francis Bacon observed the" force
and virtue and consequences of discoveries," he singled out three tech
nologies in particular that "have changed the whole face and state of
things throughout the world." These were all Chinese inventions - the
compass, p6nting, and gunpowder. All three were first acquired by Eu
ropeans during this time of hemispheric reorganization.
It was most likely the Arabs who introduced the compass to
Mediterranean waters, either at the end of the twelfth or in the thir
teenth century. Block printing, gunpowder, and cannon appeared first
in Italy in the fourteenth century, apparently after making a single great
leap from Mongolian-held regions of East Asia to Italy. How this great
leap was accomplished is not known, but the most likely scenario is one
suggested by Lynn White Jr., in an article concerning how various other
Southern (rather than Eastern) Asian technologies reached western
Europe at about this time. He thought it most likely that they were
introduced by "Tatar" slaves, Lama Buddhists from the frontiers of
China whom the Genoese purchased in Black Sea marts and delivered
to Italy. By 1450 when this trade reached its peak, there were thou
sands of these Asian slaves in every major Italian city.
Yet another consequence of the increased traffic and communica
tion on the more northern trade routes traversing the Eurasian steppe
was the transmission of the bubonic plague from China to the Black
Sea. The plague had broken out first in China in 1331, and a pparentiy
rats and lice infected with the disease rode westward in the saddlebags
of Mongolian post messengers, horsemen who were capable of travel
ing one hundred miles per day. By 1346 it had reached a Black Sea
port, whence it made its way to the Middle East and Europe.
During the latter part of the fourteenth century the unity of the Mon
golian empire began to disintegrate, and new regional powers began to
emerge in its wake. Throughout much of Asia the chief beneficiaries of
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imperial disintegration were Turkic or Turko-Mongolian powers of the
Muslim faith. The importance of Islam in Africa was also growing at
this time, and the peoples of Southeast Asia, from the Malay peninsula
to the southern Philippines, were converting to the faith.
Indeed, the world's most obvious dynamic in the centuries before
Columbus was the expansion of the Islamic faith. Under Turkish aus
pices Islam was even spreading into eastern Europe, a development
marked by the Ottoman conquest of Constantinople in 1453. This
traumatic event lent a special urgency to Iberian expansion. The Iberi
ans came to see themselves as the chosen defenders of Christendom.
Ever since the twelfth century, while Christian Byzantium had been los
ing Anatolia and parts of southeastern Europe to Islam, they had been
retaking the Iberian peninsula for Christendom.
One way to weaken the Ottomans and Islam was to go around the
North African Muslims and find a new oceanic route to the source of
West African gold. Before the Portuguese efforts, sailing routes had
never developed off the western shore of Africa, since the winds there
blow in the same direction all year long, from north to south. (Earlier
European sailors could have gone to West Africa, but they would not
have been able to return home.)
The Portuguese success would have been impossible without the
Chinese compass, Arabic tables indicating the declination of the noon
day sun at various latitudes, and the lateen sail, which was also an
Arab innovation. The Portuguese caravels were of mixed, or multiple,
ancestry, with a traditional Atlantic hull and a rigging that combined
the traditional Atlantic square sail with the lateen sail of Southern
Ocean provenance. With the lateen sail the Portuguese could tack
against the wind for the trip homeward.
The new route to West Africa led to Portugal's rounding of Africa
and direct participation in Southern Ocean trade. While making the
voyages to West Africa, European sailors learned the wind patterns and
ocean currents west of Africa, knowledge that made the Columbian
voyages possible. The Portuguese moved the sugarcane plant from
Sicily to Madeira, in the Atlantic, and they found new sources of gold,
first in West Africa and then in East Africa. Given that there was little
demand in Southern Ocean ports for European trade goods, they
would not have been able to sustain their Asian trade without this
African gold.

The Rise of Europe's North
The rise of the north, or more precisely, the rise of Europe 's northwest,
began with the appropriation of those elements of Southernization that
were not confined by geography. In the wake of their southern Euro
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pean neighbors, they became partially southernized, but they could not
engage in all aspects of the process due to their distance from the equa
tor. Full Southernization and the wealth that we now associate with
northwestern Europe came about only after their outright seizure of
tropical and subtropical territories and their rounding of Africa and
participation in Southern Ocean trade....
. Even though the significance of indigenous developments in the rise
of northwestern Europe should not be minimized, it should be empha
sized that many of the most important causes of the rise of the West are
not to be found within the bounds of Europe. Rather, they are the re
sult of the transformation of western Europe's relationships with other
regions of the Eastern Hemisphere. Eu rope began its rise only after the
thirteenth-century reorganization of the Eastern Hemisphere facilitated
its Southernization, and Europe's northwest did not rise until it too was
reaping the profits of Southernization. Thus the rise of the North At
lantic powers should not be oversimplified so that it appears to be an
isolated and solely European phenomenon, with roots that spread no
farther afield than Greece. Rather, it should be portrayed as one part of
a hemisphere-wide process, in which a northwestern Europe ran to
catch up with a more developed south - a race not completed until the
eighteenth ~entury.

B
JARED DIAMOND

Easter Island's End
In comparison with the grand theories of White and Shaffer, an essay
on a small island in the Pacific might seem to be an exercise in the re
cent vogue of small-bore "micro-history." It is not. Jared Diamond,
author of Guns, Germs, and Steel, uses small examples to big effect.
In this selection and in his larger book-length treatment, Collapse:
How Societies Choose to Failor Succeed, Diamond teases a global
lesson from the history of tiny Easter Island. What is that lesson?
What does Diamond's essay suggest about the causes of environmen
tal decline? Are we in danger of duplicating the fate of Easter Island?
How can we avoid the fate of Easter Island?

Jared Di a mond , " Ea ster Is land's End," Discover 16 , no. g (Au gust 1995).

Thinking Historically
How does Diamond 's essay challenge the thesis of Lynn White Jr.? Do
you see in this essay an alternative grand theory for understanding our
environmental problems? If so, what is that theory? Do you agree or
disagree with it? Why or why not?

In just a few centuries, the people of Easter Island wiped out their forest,
drove their plants and animals to extinction, and saw their complex soci
ety spiral into chaos and cannibalism. Are we about to follow their lead?
Among the most riveting mysteries of human history are those
posed by vanished civilizations. Everyone who has seen the abandoned
buildings of the Khmer, the Maya, or the Anasa zi is immediately
moved to ask the same question: Why did the societies that erected
those structures disappear?
Their vanishing touches us as the disappearance of other animals,
even the dinosaurs, never can. No matter how exotic those lost civiliza
tions seem, their framers were humans like us. Who is to say we won't
succumb to the same fate? Perhaps someday New York's skyscrapers
will stand derelict and overgrown with vegetation, like the temples at
Angkor Wat and Tikal.
Among all such vanished civilizations, that of the former Polyne
sian society on Easter Island remains unsurpassed in mystery and isola
tion. The mystery stems especially from the island's gigantic stone stat
ues and its impoverished landscape, but it is enhanced by our
associations with the specific people involved: Polynesians represent for
us the ultimate in exotic romance, the background for many a child's,
and an adult's , vision of paradise. My own interest in Easter was kin
dled over 30 years ago when I read Thor Heyerdahl's fabulous ac
counts of his Kon-Tiki voyage .
But my interest has been revived recently by a much more exciting
account, one not of heroic voyages but of painstaking research and
analysis. My friend David Steadman, a paleontologist, has been work
ing with a number of other researchers who are carrying out the first
systematic excavations on Easter intended to identify the animals and
plants that once lived there. Their work is contributing to a new inter
pretation of the island's history that makes it a tale not only of wonder
but of warning as well.
Easter Island, with an area of only 64 square miles, is the world 's
most isolated scrap of habitable land. It lies in the Pacific Ocean more
than 2,000 miles west of th e nearest continent (South America) , 1,400
miles from even the nearest habitable island (Pitcairn). Its subtropical
location and latitude ~ at 27 degrees south, it is approximately as far
below th e equator as Houston is north of it ~ help give it a rather mild
climate, while its volcanic origins make its soil fertile. In theory, this

combination of blessings should have made Easter a m1l11ature par
adise , remote from problems that beset the rest of the world.
The island derives its name from its "discovery" by the Dutch ex
plorer Jacob Roggeveen, on Easter (April 5) in 1722. Roggeveen's first
impression was not of a paradise but of a wasteland: "We originally, from
a further distance, have considered the said Easter Island as sandy; the
reason for that is this, that we counted as sand the withered grass, hay, or
other scorched and burnt vegetation, because its wasted appearance could
give no other impression than of a singular poverty and barrenness."
The island Roggeveen saw was a grassland without a single tree or
bush over ten feet high. Modern botanists have identified only 47
species of higher plants native to Easter, most of them grasses, sedges,
and ferns. The list includes just two species of small trees and two of
woody shrubs. With such flora, the islanders Roggeveen encountered
had no source of real firewood to warm themselves during Easter's
cool, wet, windy winters. Their native animals included nothing larger
than insects, not even a single species of native bat, land bird, land
snail, or lizard. For domestic animals, they had only chickens. Euro
pean visitors throughout the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries
estimated Easter's human population at about 2,000, a modest number
considering the island's fertility. As Captain James Cook recognized
during his brief visit in 1774, the islanders were Polynesians (a Tahitian
man accompanying Cook was able to converse with them). Yet despite
the Polynesians' well-deserved fame as a great seafaring people, the
Easter Islanders who came out to Roggeveen's and Cook's ships did so
by swimming or paddling canoes that Roggeveen described as "bad
and frail." Their craft, he wrote, were "put together with manifold
small planks and light inner timbers, which they cleverly stitched to
gether with very fine twisted threads .... But as they lack the knowl
edge and particularly the materials for caulking and making tight the
great number of seams of the canoes, these are accordingly very leaky,
for which reason they are compelled to spend half the time in bailing."
The canoes, only ten feet long, held at most two people, and only three
or four canoes were observed on the entire island.
With such flimsy craft, Polynesians could never have colonized
Easter from even the nearest island, nor could they have traveled far
offshore to fish. The islanders Roggeveen met were totally isolated, un
aware that other people existed. Investigators in all the years since his
visit have discovered no trace of the islanders' having any outside con
tacts: not a single Easter Island rock or product has turned up else
where, nor has anything been found on the island that could have been
brought by anyone other than the original settlers or the Europeans .
Yet the people living on Easter claimed memories of visiting the unin
habited Sala y Gomez reef 260 miles away, far beyond the range of the
leaky canoes seen by Roggeveen. How did the islanders' ancestors
reach that reef from Easter, or reach Easter from anywhere else?
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Easter Island's most famous feature is its huge stone statues, more
than 200 of which once stood on massive stone platforms lining the
coast. [See Figure 14.4.] At least 700 more, in all stages of completion,
were abandoned in quarries or on ancient roads between the quarries
and the coast, as if the carvers and moving crews had thrown down
their tools and walked off the job. Most of the erected statues were
carved in a single quarry and then somehow transported as far as six
miles - despite heights as great as 33 feet and weights up to 82 tons.
The abandoned statues, meanwhile, were as much as 65 feet tall and
weighed up to 270 tons. The stone platforms were equally gigantic: up to
500 feet long and 10 feet high, with facing slabs weighing up to 10 tons.
Roggeveen himself quickly recognized the problem the statues
posed: "The stone images at first caused us to be struck with astonish
ment," he wrote, "because we could not comprehend how it was pos
sible that these people, who arc devoid of heavy thick timber for mak
ing any machines, as well as strong ropes, nevertheless had been able to
erect such images." Roggeveen might have added that the islanders had
no wheels, no draft animals, and no source of power except their own
muscles. How did they transport the giant statues for miles, even before
erecting them? To deepen the mystery, the statues were still standing in
1770, but by 1864 all of them had been pulled down, by the islanders
themselves. Why then did they carve them in the first place? And why
did they stop?
The statues imply a society very different from the one Roggeveen
saw in 1722. Their sheer number and size suggest a population much
larger than 2,000 people. What became of everyone? Furthermore, that
society must have been highly organized. Easter's resources were scat
tered across the island: the best stone for the statues was quarried at
Rano Raraku near Easter's northeast end; red stone, used for large
crowns adorning some of the statues, was quarried at Puna Pau, inland
in the southwest; stone carving tools came mostly from Aroi in the
northwest. Meanwhile, the best farmland lay in the south and east, and
the best fishing grounds on the north and west coasts. Extracting and
redistributing all those goods required complex political organization.
What happened to that organization, and how could it ever have arisen
in such a barren landscape?
Easter Island's mysteries have spawned volumes of speculation for
more than two and a half centuries. Many Europeans were incredulous
that Polynesians - commonly characterized as "mere savages"
could have created the statues or the beautifully constructed stone plat
forms. In the 1950s, Heyerdahl argued that Polynesia must have been
settled by advanced societies of American Indians, who in turn must
have received civilization across the Atlantic from more advanced
societies of the Old World. Heyerdahl's raft voyages aimed to prove the
feasibility of such prehistoric transoceanic contacts. In the 1960s the

Figure 14.4
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Swiss writer Erich von Daniken, an ardent believer in Earth visits by
extraterrestrial astronauts, went further, claiming that Easter's statues
were the work of intelligent beings who owned ultramodern tools, be
came stranded on Easter, and were finally rescued .
Heyerdahl and von Daeniken both brushed aside overwhelming evi
dence that the Easter Islanders were typical Polynesians derived from
Asia rather than from the Americas and that their culture (including
their statues) grew out of Polynesian culture. Their language was Poly
nesian, as Cook had already concluded. Specifically, they spoke an east
ern Polynesian dialect related to Hawaiian and Marquesan, a dialect
isolated since about A.D. 400, as estimated from slight differences in vo
cabulary. Their fishhooks and stone adzes resembled early Marquesan
models. Last year DNA extracted from 12 Easter Island skeletons was
also shown to be Polynesian. The islanders grew bananas, taro, sweet
potatoes, sugarcane, and paper mulberry - typical Polynesian cropS,
mostly of Southeast Asian origin. Their sole domestic animal, the
chicken, was also typically Polynesian and ultimately Asian, as were the
rats that arrived as stowaways in the canoes of the first settlers.
What happened to those settlers? The fanciful theories of the past
must give way to evidence gathered by hardworking practitioners in
three fields: archeology, pollen analysis, and paleontology. Modern
archeological excavations on Easter have continued since Heyerdahl 's
1955 expedition. The earliest radiocarbon dates associated with human
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activities are around A.D. 400 to 700, in reasonable agreement with the
approximate settlement date of 400 estimated by linguists. The period
of statue construction peaked around 1200 to 1500, with few if any
statues erected thereafter. Densities of archeological sites suggest a
large population; an estimate of 7,000 people is widely quoted by
archeologists, but other estimates range up to 20,000, which does not
seem implausible for an island of Easter's area and fertility.
Archeologists have also enlisted surviving islanders in experiments
aimed at figuring out how the statues might have been carved and
erected. Twenty people, using only stone chisels, could have carved
even the largest completed statue within a year. Given enough timber
and fiber for making ropes, teams of at most a few hundred people
could have loaded the statues onto wooden sleds, dragged them over
lubricated wooden tracks or roliers, and used logs as levers to maneu
ver them into a standing position. Rope could have been made from the
fiber of a small native tree, related to the linden, called the hauhau.
However, that tree is now extremely scarce on Easter, and hauling one
statue would have required hundreds of yards of rope. Did Easter's
now barren landscape once support the necessary trees? That question
can be answered by the technique of pollen analysis, which involves
boring out a column of sediment from a swamp or pond, with the most
recent deposits at the top and relatively more ancient deposits at the
bottom. The absolute age of each layer can be dated by radiocarbon
methods. Then begins the hard work: examining tens of thousands of
pollen grains under a microscope, counting them, and identifying the
plant species that produced each one by comparing the grains with
modern pollen from known plant species. For Easter Island, the bleary
eyed scientists who performed that task were John Flenley, now at
Massey University in New Zealand, and Sarah King of the University of
Hull in England.
Flenley and King's heroic efforts were rewarded by the striking new
picture that emerged of Easter's prehistoric landscape. For at least
30,000 years before human arrival and during the early years of Poly
nesian settlement, Easter was not a wasteland at all. Instead, a subtrop
ical forest of trees and woody bushes towered over a ground layer of
shrubs, herbs, ferns, and grasses. In the forest grew tree daisies, the
rope-yielding hauhau tree, and the toromiro tree, which furnishes a
dense, mesquite-like firewood. The most common tree in the forest was
a species of palm now absent on Easter but formerly so abundant that
the bottom strata of the sediment column were packed with its pollen.
The Easter Island palm was closely related to the still-surviving Chilean
wine palm, which grows up to 82 feet tall and 6 feet in diameter. The
tall, unbranched trunks of the Easter Island palm would have been
ideal for transporting and erecting statues and constructing large ca
noes. The palm would also have been a valuable food source, since its
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Chilean relative yields edible nuts as well as sap from which Chileans
make sugar, syrup, honey, and wine .
What did the first settlers of Easter Island eat when they were not
glutting themselves on the local equivalent of maple syrup? Recent ex
cavations by David Steadman, of the New York State Museum at Al
bany, have yielded a picture of Easter's original animal world as sur
prising as Flenley and King's picture of its plant world. Steadman's
expectations for Easter were conditioned by his experiences elsewhere
in Polynesia, where fish are overwhelmingly the main food at archeo
logical sites, typically accounting for more than 90 percent of the bones
in ancient Polynesian garbage heaps. Easter, though, is too cool for the
coral reefs beloved by fish, and its cliff-girded coastline permits shallow
water fishing in only a few places. Less than a quarter of the bones in
its early garbage heaps (from the period 900 to 1300) belonged to fish;
instead, nearly one-third of all bones came from porpoises.
Nowhere else in Polynesia do porpoises account for even 1 percent
of discarded food bones. But most other Polynesian islands offered ani
mal food in the form of birds and mammals, such as New Zealand's
now extinct giant moas and Hawaii's now extinct flightless geese. Most
other islanders also had domestic pigs and dogs. On Easter, porpoises
would have been the largest animal available - other than humans.
The porpoi'se species identified at Easter, the common dolphin, weighs
up to 165 pounds. It generally lives out at sea, so it could not have been
hunted by line fishing or spearfishing from shore. Instead, it must have
been harpooned far offshore, in big seaworthy canoes built from the
extinct palm tree.
In addition to porpoise meat, Steadman found, the early Polynesian
settlers were feasting on sea birds. For those birds, Easter's remoteness
and lack of predators made it an ideal haven as a breeding site, at least
until humans arrived. Among the prodigious numbers of seabirds that
bred on Easter were albatross, boobies, frigate birds, fulmars, petrels,
prions, shearwaters, storm petrels, terns, and tropic birds. With at least
25 nesting species, Easter was the richest seabird breeding site in Poly
nesia and probably in the whole Pacific. Land birds as well went into
early Easter Island cooking pots.
Steadman identified bones of at least six species, including barn
owls, herons, parrots, and rail. Bird stew would have been seasoned
with meat from large numbers of rats, which the Polynesian colonists
inadvertently brought with them; Easter Island is the sole known Poly
nesian island where rat bones outnumber fish bones at archeological
sites. (In case you're squeamish and consider rats inedible, I still recall
recipes for creamed laboratory rat that my British biologist friends used
to supplement their diet during their years of wartime food rationing.)
Porpoises, seabirds, land birds, and rats did not complete the list
of meat sources formerly availa ble on Easter. A few bones hint at the
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possibility of breeding seal colonies as well. All these delicacies were
cooked in ovens fired by wood from the island's forests.
Such evidence lets us imagine the island onto which Easter's first
Polynesian colonists stepped ashore some 1,600 years ago, after a long
canoe voyage from eastern Polynesia. They found themselves in a pris
tine paradise. What then happened to it? The pollen grains and the
bones yield a grim answer.
Pollen records show that destruction of Easter's forests was well
under way by the year 800, just a few centuries after the start of human
settlement. Then charcoal from wood fires came to fill the sediment
cores, while pollen of palms and other trees and woody shrubs decreased
or disappeared, and pollen of the grasses that replaced the forest be
came more abundant. Not long after 1400 the palm finally became ex
tinct, not only as a result of being chopped down but also because the
now ubiquitous rats prevented its regeneration: of the dozens of pre
served palm nuts discovered in caves on Easter, all had been chewed by
rats and could no longer germinate. While the hauhau tree did not be
come extinct in Polynesian times, its numbers declined drastically until
there weren't enough left to make ropes from. By the time Heyerdahl
visited Easter, only a single, nearly dead toromiro tree remained on the
island, and even that lone survivor has now disappeared. (Fortunately,
the toromiro still grows in botanical gardens elsewhere.)
The fifteenth century marked the end not only for Easter's palm but
for th e forest itself. Its doom had been approaching as people cleared
land to plant gardens; as they felled trees to build canoes, to transport
and erect statues, and to burn; as rats devoured seeds; and probably as
the native birds died out that had pollinated the trees' flowers and dis
persed their fruit. The overall picture is among the most extreme ex
amples of forest destruction anywhere in the world: the whole forest
gone, and most of its tree species extinct.
The destruction of the island's animals was as extreme as that of
the forest: without exception, every species of native land bird became
extinct. Even shellfish were overexploited, until people had to settle for
small sea snails instead of larger cowries. Porpoise bones disappeared
abruptly from garbage heaps around 1500; no one could harpoon por
poises anymore, since the trees used for constructing the big seagoing
canoes no longer existed. The colonies of more than half of the seabird
species breeding on Easter or on its offshore islets were wiped out.
In place of these meat supplies, the Easter Islanders intensified their
production of chickens, which had been only an occasional food item.
They also turned to the largest remaining meat source available: hu
mans, whose bones became common in late Easter Island garbage
heaps. Oral traditions of the islanders are rife with cannibalism; the
most inflammatory taunt that could be snarled at an enemy was "The
flesh of your mother sticks between my teeth. " With no wood available
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to cook these new goodies, the islanders resorted to sugarcane scraps,
grass, and sedges to fuel their fires.
All these strands of evidence can be wound into a coherent narra
tive of a society'S decline and fall. The first Polynesian colonists found
themselves on an island with fertile soil, abundant food, bountiful
building materials, ample lebensraum, and all the prerequisites for
comfortable living. They prospered and multiplied.
After a few centuries, they began erecting stone statues on plat
forms, like the ones their Polynesian forebears had carved. With pass
ing years, the statues and platforms became larger and larger, and the
statues began sporting ten-ton red crowns - probably in an escalating
spiral of one-upmanship, as rival clans tried to surpass each other with
shows of wealth and power. (Tn the same way, successive Egyptian
pharaohs built ever-larger pyramids . Today Hollywood movie moguls
near my home in Los Angeles are displaying their wealth and power by
building ever more ostentatious mansions. Tycoon .ivlarvin Davis
topped previous moguls with plans for a 50,000-square-foot house, so
now Aaron Spelling has topped Davis with a 56,000-square-foot house.
All that those buildings lack to make the message explicit are ten-ton
red crowns.) On Easter, as in modern America, society was held to
gether by a complex political system to redistribute locally available re
sources and to integrate the economies of different areas.
Eventually Easter's growing population was cutting the forest more
rapidly than the forest was regenerating. The people used the land for
gardens and the wood for fuel, canoes, and houses - and, of course,
for lugging statues. As forest disappeared, the islanders ran out of tim
ber and rope to transport and erect their statues. Life became more un
comfortable - springs and streams dried up , and wood was no longer
available for fires.
People also found it harder to fill their stomachs, as land birds, large
sea snails, and many seabirds disappeared. Because timber for building
seagoing canoes vanished, fish catches declined and porpoises disap
peared from the table. Crop yields also declined, since deforestation al
lowed the soil to be eroded hy rain and wind, dried by the sun, and its
nutrients to be leeched from it. Intensified chicken production and can
nibalism replaced only part of all those lost foods. Preserved statuettes
with sunken cheeks and visible ribs suggest that people were starving.
With the disappearance of food surpluses, Easter Island could no
longer feed the chiefs, bureaucrats, and priests who had kept a complex
society running. Surviving islanders described to early European visi
tors how local chaos replaced centralized government and a warrior
class took over from the hereditary chiefs. The stone points of spears
and daggers, made by the warriors dming their heyday in the 1600s
and 1700s, still litter the ground of Easter today. By around 17 00, the
population began to crash toward between one-quarter and one-tenth
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of its former number. People took to living in caves for protection
against their enemies. Around 1770 rival clans started to topple each
other's statues, breaking the heads off. By 1864 the last statue had been
thrown down and desecrated.
As we try to imagine the decline of Easter's civilization, we ask our
selves, "Why didn't they look around, realize what they were doing,
and stop before it was too late? What were they thinking when they cut
down the last palm tree?"
I suspect, though, that the disaster happened not with a bang but
with a whimper. After all, there are those hundreds of abandoned stat
ues to consider. The forest the islanders depended on for rollers and
rope didn't simply disappear one day-it vanished slowly, over
decades. Perhaps war interrupted the moving teams; perhaps by the
time the carvers had finished their work, the last rope snapped. In the
meantime, any islander who tried to warn about the dangers of pro
gressive deforestation would have been overridden by vested interests
of carvers, burea ucrats, and chiefs, whose jobs depended on continued
deforestation. Our Pacific Northwest loggers are only the latest in a
long line of loggers to cry, "Jobs over trees!" The changes in forest
cover from year to year would have been hard to detect: yes, this year
we cleared those woods over there, but trees are starting to grow back
again on this abandoned garden site here. Only older people, recollect
ing their childhoods decades earlier, could have recognized a difference.
Their children could no more have comprehended their parents' tales
than my eight-year-old sons today can comprehend my wife's and my
tales of what Los Angeles was like 30 years ago.
Gradually trees became fewer, smaller, and less important. By the
time the last fruit-bearing adult palm tree was cut, palms had long since
ceased to be of economic significance. That left only smaller and
smaller palm saplings to clear each year, along with other bushes and
treelets. No one would have noticed the felling of the last small palm.
By now the meaning of Easter Island for us should be chillingly ob
vious. Easter Island is Earth writ small. Today, again, a rising popula
tion confronts shrinking resources . We too have no emigration valve,
because all human societies are linked by international transport, and
we can no more escape into space than the Easter Islanders could flee
into the ocean. If we continue to follow our present course, we shall
have exhausted the world's major fisheries, tropical rain forests, fossil
fuels, and much of our soil by the time my sons reach my current age.
Every day newspapers report details of famished countries
Afghanistan, Liberia, Rwanda, Sierra Leone, Somalia, the former Yu
goslavia, Zaire - where soldiers have appropriated the wealth or
where central government is yielding to local gangs of thugs. With the
risk of nuclear war receding, the threat of our ending with a bang no
longer has a chance of galvanizing us to halt our course. Our risk now
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is of winding down, slowly, in a whimper. Corrective action is blocked
by vested interests, by well-intentioned political and business leaders,
and by their electorates, all of whom are perfectly correct in not notic
ing big changes from year to year. Instead, each year there are just
somewhat more people, and somewhat fewer resources, on Earth. It
would be easy to close our eyes or to give up in despair. If mere thou
sands of Easter Islanders with only stone tools and their own muscle
power sufficed to destroy their society, how can billions of people with
metal tools and machine power fail to do worse? But there is one cru
cial difference. The Easter Islanders had no books and no histories of
other doomed societies. Unlike the Easter Islanders, we have histories
of the past - information that can save us. My main hope for my sons'
generation is that we may now choose to learn from the fates of soci
eties like Easter's.

REFLECTIONS
Grand theories are difficult to evaluate, as are these. In part the diffi
culty is that they cover so much. How many images or primary sources
could ever esta blish that a particular set of Christian ideas affected the
way Christians actually behaved? And yet we know, or believe, that
ideas matter. How many South Asian crops, tools, skills, and ideas con
stitute a global technological, let alone a scientific, revolution? And yet
we know past historians ha ve overemphasized the impact of European
independence and Westernization. How many histories of societal col
lapse do we need to understand the threats to our own? And yet, we
know that the more knowledge of how others have struggled and failed
or succeeded we possess, the better our own chances for survival.
At least two issues lie beneath the surface of the debate in this
chapter. One is the issue of culture, specifically the importance of cul
tural or religious ideas in shaping human behavior. White argues that
religious ideas have a profound impact on how societies behave. Shaf
fer's study of material things rather than ideas, and even of ideas as
things, offers a different view. By her account economic growth and
technological development proceed with little regard to religions, ide
ologies, or belief systems. For Diamond too, not only are Christian or
monotheistic ideas irrelevant, but historical processes leave precious
little room for thoughtful intervention.
Historians are always working between ideas and things. Histori
ans of ideas may have a tendency to see ideas shaping history, and his
torians of things (economic historians, for instance) may see ideas as
mere rationalizations. But good historians are not predictable. Lynn
White Jr. is perhaps best known for his book Medieval Technology and
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Social Change in which he argued, among other things, that the intro
duction of the stirrup into medieval Europe was the cause of the society
and culture we call feudalism. While this idea is much debated today,
one would have a hard time finding an example of a stronger argument
of how a thing created a culture. Nor does Diamond, a professor of ge
ography and physiology, ignore the role of ideas. In addition to the case
of Easter Island, he surveys the example of Viking collapse in Green
land in his recent book, Collapse: How Societies Choose to Failor Suc
ceed (a title that suggests the power of will and ideas). The Vikings, he
suggests, failed in Greenland because they were unable to change their
culture in ways necessary to adapt to the new environment. For
Diamond, ideas and politica I will offer the only hope against the blind
destructiveness of entrenched interests and seemingly unstoppable his
torical processes.
Another issue below the surface of this debate is the relationship
between ecology and economic development. We tend to think that one
comes at the expense of the other. White criticizes Western (Christian)
environmental behavior with the same lens that has allowed others to
celebrate Western (Christian) economic development. This is a reason,
by the way, why many contemporary world histOrians find both views
too centered on the West or Europe. Lynda Shaffer's article on "South
ernization" is in good part an effort to counter Europe-centered histOry
with a more global version. But if Europe was not the source of modern
technology, it was also not a source of our modern ecological predica
ment. Diamond is also critical of approaches that start and end in Eu
rope. (His area of specialty is New Guinea.) Since he eliminated reli
gious or cultural motives, his story of Easter Island can be read as an
indictment of economic growth as the cause of ecological collapse. But
the villain in Diamond's essay is not any kind of economic growth; it is
the competitive economic exploitation of different tribes without any
common plan or restraint. His message for our own predicament is to
correct the anarchy of competing greedy corporations and interest
groups with a common agenda and control.
Are not genuine economic growth and ecological balance mutually
supportive? It is difficult to imagine long-term, healthy economic growth
continuing while wrecking the environment. Similarly with environ
mental movements: White has us imagine that the true environmental
ists are Buddhist mendicants and Hindu tree-huggers. But Buddhist
monks might be content to cultivate their own gardens and ignore the
rest of the world. After all, modern ecological political movements are
largely products of rich societies with threatened environments. Might
the most precarious ecologies display - by necessity - the greatest
ecological concern? If that is the case, is the renewed popularity of envi
ronmental movements in our own age at least a sign of hope?

